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Danny Dyer, Good Evening Britain (ITV1, 29 June 2018)

“This Brexit thing, it’s comedy. It’s like this 

mad riddle that no-one knows what it is. 

Whatever happened to that twat David 

Cameron? He’s the one who called it on, 

yeah? Where is he now? Is he in Nice, 

with his trotters up? He should be held to 

account for it… Twat!”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-W77154J0-w&ab_channel=GuardianNews


UK pop culture (1996 - 2016): methodology

- Post-Cool Britannia and New Labour landslide

- Time of EU expansion to the east (2004)

- Human Rights Act (1998)

⇒ myths about the EU, Euroscepticism

- 2012 London olympics

- Music: post-Britpop success, ‘Britpack’

- TV and film: a golden age after 2000

⇒ discourse on Britishness, patriotism, 

nationalism?

⇒ question of reception of TV, film, and the press



3 popular TV/comedy shows of the past 20 years

 



Plan

1) Explicit Euroscepticism

2) Britain, England or ‘Deep England’?

3) ‘Ambivalent Englishness’

4) Masculinity, lad culture, and Brexit



1) Explicit Euroscepticism

The Sun, 23 June 2016 



Some tabloid headlines, 2010s.

 



Best-selling newspapers in the UK (circulation, 2020)

- The Sun: 1.3 million

- Daily Mail: 1.1 million

- Daily Mirror: 500,000

- The Times: 400,000

- The Telegraph: 330,000

- The Guardian: 136,000



Some Eurosceptic headlines from the tabloid press

- “Criminals received £4.4m of taxpayers’ money in human rights 

compensation”

- “Italian killer allowed to stay in the UK because of right to family life”

- “Serial killer received hardcore porn in jail because of Human Rights Act”

- “Police gave fried chicken to a burglar because of human rights”

…



2) Britain, 
England 
or 
‘Deep England’? 

The Sun, 13 June 2014

FIFA World Cup opener



Englishness and the Brexit vote

“How the UK voted on Brexit”, Lord Ashcroft polls, 2019

National identity Remain % Leave %

English but not British 21 79

More English than British 34 66

Equally English and British 49 51

More British than English 63 37

British but not English 60 40



Jonathan Coe, Middle England (Penguin, 2018)

p.259: 

“The 2012 Olympic opening ceremony had had a profound and specific 

effect upon Sohan. It had diverted the course of his research, which after 

that event became centered upon literary, filmic, and musical 

representations of Englishness [...] he became fascinated by the concept 

of ‘Deep England’, a phrase which he began to encounter more and more 

often in newspaper articles and academic journals. What was it, exactly?” 

...



Jonathan Coe, Middle England (Penguin, 2018)

… “Was it a psychogeographical phenomenon, to do with village greens, 

the thatched roof of the local pub, the red telephone box and the subtle 

thwack of cricket ball against willow? Or had it been most powerfully 

expressed, in fact, in allegorical form by J.R.R. Tolkien when he created 

the Shire and populated its pastoral idyll with doughty, insular hobbits, 

prone to somnolence and complacence when left to their own devices 

but fierce when roused?”



A “green and pleasant land” – Britishness or Englishness?

 



Deep England?

Angus Calder, The Myth of the Blitz (1994):

- WW2-era British propaganda

- Mythical version of British identity

- stereotypes : southern England rural lifestyle

John Major, Conservative Group for Europe Speech (1993):

“the country of long shadows on cricket grounds, warm beer 

and old spinsters cycling to Holy Communion”



Top Gear: an illustration of Deep England myths?

- BBC 2 motoring / comedy show hosted by 

Jeremy Clarkson (2002-2015)

- Viewership: between 5 and 8 million UK 

viewers per episode, up to 350m worldwide 

(comparable to Strictly and Bake Off).

- Jeremy Clarkson: columnist in The Sun, The 

Times

- Frequent jibes at EU regulations

- Controversial segments (racial slurs, 

provocation in Argentina about Falklands…)



Top Gear, series 11 episode 6 (July 2008) - Spitfires

“ The hosts of a German motoring show invited us to 

take them on in a series of races and challenges.

I suggested we did this over the skies of southern 

England. In fact we settled on Belgium, which is a 

country invented so that Britain and Germany would 

have somewhere to sort out their differences. 

The producers told us ‘you’re representing the BBC, 

you can’t just turn up and go on about the war’…” 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hzumXyf2ueA&ab_channel=150flyer


Top Gear, series 17 episode 1 (June 2011) -  Jaguar E-type

“The E-type is not a plucky Brit who’s 

happy to come home second. It would not 

be humiliated by Barcelona. Every country 

has an icon: France has the big brown 

pylon in the middle of Paris; the Belgians 

have a urinating infant… Well the E-type is 

our Jerusalem, our Chariot of Fire, the 

Maypole around which the people of this 

funny little rock can gather to remind 

ourselves that once upon a time we really 

were as great as we think we are now.”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=66owXqZaexs&ab_channel=TopGear


UKIP poster (2015 general election) 

 



Top Gear, Deep England… and Brexit?

- Deep England myths

- Classic French/German-bashing

- Patriots or ‘Little Englanders’?

- Clarkson was a known Eurosceptic…
- … yet he announced his support for 

‘Remain’ in 2016 ⇒

- Helped mirror and popularise Deep 

England myths and Eurosceptic tropes in 

the 2010s



3) ‘Ambivalent 
Englishness’

* Martin Cloonan, ‘Pop and the Nation-state’, Popular Music, vol. 18 n°2, 1999



Common places: cultivating and celebrating insularity?

 



Little England or Little Britain?

Celebrating insularity may lead to a return of 

‘Little England’, applied to the EU rather than to 

the Empire in the late 19th c.

= Focusing on their island, themselves, to the 

exclusion of mainland Europe.

Little England may actually be embodied in the TV 

show Little… Britain!



Little Britain, BBC (2003-2006)

- Matt Lucas and David Walliams

- Connections to Damien Hirst and Blur

- TV sketch show with recurring characters.

- Viewership: between 8 and 10 million (series 3)

- Mocking national idiosyncrasies and Britons who 

pretend to be disabled, minority, transgender… 

- or using disability, gender, social class, ethnicity, 

sexual orientation… as a basis for comedy? 



Little Britain, ‘Lecturer Linda Flint’, Series 2 (BBC, 2004)

“Hello Martin, it’s Linda. 

I’m with Kenneth Lau who needs an 

extension on his essay… 

You know Kenneth…

Yellowish skin, slight smell of soy 

sauce…? 

That’s right, the 

ching-chong-chinaman”.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nNBU1sndPmk&ab_channel=PigHead


Little Britain, ‘Maggie Blackmoor’, Series 3 episode 3 (BBC, 2005)

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yjdAmTtAojU


Intention vs reception

Classic British self-deprecation and hyperbole?

Mock-outsider point of view to highlight national idiosyncrasies?

Matt Lucas (2017): “I wouldn’t re-make that show now. It would upset people. 
What we did was a cruel kind of comedy. Society has moved on now and my own 
views have evolved”. 

2020: Little Britain is removed from iPlayer and Netflix over their use of 
blackface

2022: Show restored to iPlayer without some sketches (blackface and ‘Ting Tong 
from Tooting’...) - editing by Lucas and Walliams



4) Masculinity, lad culture

and Brexit

 



Tabloids (again): Euroscepticism and toxic masculinity?

 



1990s - 2000s lad culture

- The Sun: Page 3 girl (1970-2015)
- FHM (since 1985)
- Loaded (1994- 2015)
- Nuts (2004-2014)
- Zoo (2004-2015)

- Links with Britishness (lad culture and 
Britpop)

- Links with politics? (David Cameron, 
2005)

- Turning point in 2015?



Bo’ Selecta!, Channel 4 (2002-2009)

- Comedian Leigh Francis

- TV sketch show with recurring characters

- Main character: (Romanian) celebrity 
stalker Avid Merrion

- Viewership: between 2 and 4 million 

- Controversies: toilet humour, blackface, 
sexism, objectification of women, 
trivialisation of harassment, negative 
portrayal of minorities…

- Removed from Channel 4 platform (2020) 
- apologies from L.Francis.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v-lLk5sZYeU&ab_channel=ClassicTVProgrammes
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ip0icaq8CbQ&ab_channel=GraveyardTricks


The ‘Nasty Noughties’: Toxic masculinity as populism?

- A form of conservatism applied to 

gender and social identities and 

relations?

- Jonathan Coe (Middle England): 

pro-Brexit character has lads’ 

magazines and very few books…
- Russell Brand case (2022)

- Political extremism and toxic 

masculinity links are well documented 

and visible in tabloid culture.



Conclusions (to be continued…)

- 1996-2016: A coherent, conservative discourse on Britishness

- … also outdated, reductive and compatible with Euroscepticism

- … and also sexist, classist, potentially transphobic and nationalistic

- Subliminally, unwittingly feeding into a toxic (Europhobic, sexist) discourse?

- Comedians’ intentions vs reception by audiences in a heavily polarised 

context

- Pop culture is inevitably influenced by the historical context of its creation…
- … but once in a while pop culture also influences politics!


